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Abstract—This paper introduces and evaluates a novel hybrid 

technique that fuses two eye-tracking methodologies: photosensor 
oculography (PSOG) and video oculography (VOG). The main 
concept of the technique is to use a few fast and power-economic 
photosensors as the core mechanism for performing high speed 
eye-tracking, while in parallel, operate a video sensor at low 
sampling-rate (snapshot mode) to perform dead-reckoning error 
correction when sensor shifts occur. We present and evaluate the 
functional components of the proposed technique using model-
based simulation. Our experiments are performed for different 
scenarios involving combinations of horizontal and vertical eye 
movements and sensor shifts. Our evaluation shows that the 
proposed technique can be used to provide robustness to sensor 
shifts that otherwise could induce error larger than 5°. Our 
analysis suggests that the technique can be potentially employed 
to enable high speed eye-tracking at low power profiles, making 
it suitable for use in emerging head-mounted devices, e.g., 
AR/VR headsets. 
 

Index Terms— hybrid eye-tracking, photosensor oculography, 
sensor fusion, sensor shift correction, video oculography 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ye-tracking is expected to become an essential tool for 
seamless human-computer interaction (HCI) in modern 

head-mounted devices. For the case of AR/VR headsets, eye-
tracking can substantially improve immersion and the overall 
user experience by enabling applications like foveated 
rendering [1], saccade-contingent screen updating [2] and 
touchless interaction [3], and it could also assist on prevention 
of eye fatigue [4] and cybersickness [5]. In order to meet the 
demands of the growing mobile AR/VR ecosystems, two very 
important requirements for eye-tracking systems aiming to 
enable such applications are high tracking speed and relatively 
low power consumption. 

Most of the current eye-tracking systems are based on the 
principle of video oculography (VOG) [6, 7]. In such video-
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based systems, the eye is typically illuminated by one (or 
more) infrared LED(s), and consecutive eye images are 
captured and processed to extract informative features, e.g., 
the positions of pupil center and corneal reflection(s). These 
features are then used to estimate eye movement with relative 
robustness to small sensor shifts. Video-based systems can 
estimate gaze with high accuracy, however, they present 
certain limitations when high speed eye-tracking is needed in 
environments with low power consumption constraints. These 
limitations arise from the requirement of capturing and 
processing multiple images, a procedure that imposes 
considerable computational burden. When binocular eye-
tracking is required, these demands and the overall cost 
become further inflated. 

A number of alternative eye-tracking methods have been 
previously explored, with the most prominent being: a) the 
magnetic scleral coil method [8, 9], b) electrooculography 
(EOG) [10, 11], and c) photosensor oculography (PSOG) [12-
14]. Among them, photosensor oculography seems to fulfill 
several of the eye-tracking requirements posed by modern 
headsets. Photosensor oculography is based on the principle of 
direct measurement of the amount of reflected light from the 
eye using a small number of photo-sensitive sensors. A major 
advantage of photosensor oculography when compared to 
video oculography is the minimal demand for computational 
resources, since the sensor outputs can be combined using just 
a few computations. Thus, high speed eye-tracking can be 
enabled while the power footprint can be kept relatively low. 
Furthermore, photosensor oculography does not need any 
attachments on the eye or skin, making the technology less 
obtrusive than the magnetic scleral coil method and 
electrooculography. Despite these advantages, photosensor 
oculography has also its Achilles’ heel: it is very sensitive to 
sensor shifts. Most headsets use head-straps to limit excessive 
mobility, however, small sensor shifts can still occur due to 
facial expressions or body movements (e.g., during actions 
like turning, jumping, walking etc.). Such sensor shifts can 
result in significant degradation of eye-tracking accuracy 
when considering traditional implementations of photosensor 
oculography. 

In this work, we propose a novel technique for addressing 
the limitations of traditional photosensor oculography by 
combining favorable features from photosensor and video 
oculography systems. The key contributions of our work are: 
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1) We introduce the hybrid PS-V technique, an eye-tracking 
methodology based on fusion of principles from photosensor 
and video oculography. We present the details of the 
technique and simulate its functional components. 

2) We evaluate the technique using the developed simulated 
framework. We use real eye movements as inputs of the 
simulated models and explore the baseline eye-tracking 
performance and the robustness to sensor shifts. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Eye-tracking techniques based on the direct measurement of 
the amount of reflected light from the eye have been 
investigated since the early 1950’s [12]. Most of these 
techniques use invisible infrared light and rely on the 
differences in reflectance properties of different eye regions, 
such as the sclera, iris, and pupil. When the eye moves, the 
transitions between these regions can be tracked using simple 
pairs of photosensors positioned in close proximity to the eye. 
The term photosensor oculography (PSOG) can be used to 
collectively describe such techniques but other alternative 
terms have also been used in the past, such as: photoelectric 
technique, infrared oculography, and limbus reflection 
method. Many photosensor oculography techniques are based 
on differential operation, i.e. they calculate relative differences 
between sensor pairs. Also, as proposed in [15], systems can 
use modulated (chopped) light to avoid ambient light 
interferences. Photosensor oculography allows measurement 
of eye-ball rotations with very good precision (a few arc min), 
and the fast switching times of the sensors (usually at the order 
of ns) combined to the low computational complexity can 
enable eye-tracking with high speed. However, in order to 
provide acceptable eye-tracking accuracy, a system based on 
photosensor oculography needs to be firmly affixed to the 
head because even the slightest sensor shifts can induce large 
errors in gaze estimation. For example, sensor shifts larger 
than 0.5 mm can result in error of 1° or more. Various 
characteristics of photosensor oculography techniques can be 
overviewed in [13], whereas some recent applications of the 
technology can be overviewed in [14, 16, 17]. It should be 
noticed that despite several advances in terms of linearity, 
crosstalk, sensor placement and tracking range [18-21], the 
lack of robustness in case of sensor shifts hindered the 
widespread adoption of photosensor oculography. On the 
other hand, the breadth of technical advancement in recent 
years has focused on video oculography techniques where 
algorithms have been developed to accommodate for such 
sensor shifts, giving the technology robustness in real-world 
conditions. 

III. THE HYBRID PS-V TECHNIQUE 

A. General Overview 

The main goal of the hybrid PS-V technique is to address 
the sensor shift-related issues of photosensor oculography 
while keeping the inherent advantages of this technology, such 
as the high speed and low power consumption. To achieve this 
goal, the developed technique is based on the combination of 
data coming from two separate subsystems, a photosensor 
oculography subsystem (referred as PSOG subsystem) and a 

video oculography subsystem (referred as VOG subsystem), 
as shown in the functional diagram of Fig. 1. The PSOG 
subsystem is used to track eye rotations at high sampling rate 
(e.g., fPSOG = 1000 Hz or more), whereas the VOG subsystem 
is used only as the means for estimating sensor shifts and thus 
it can operate at much lower sampling rate (e.g., fVOG = 5 Hz 
or less). The required data processing and fusion is performed 
via the Calibration and Correction subsystems. It should be 
noticed that the technique is based on the assumption that 
there is a rigid connection between the PSOG and VOG 
subsystems, so that the sensor shift estimations from the VOG 
subsystem can be used to rectify the artifacts appearing in the 
eye-tracking data from the PSOG subsystem. When these 
subsystems are embedded in a headset the rigid connection 
requirement is fulfilled by design.  

 
Fig. 1. Functional diagram of components and operations of the proposed 
hybrid PS-V technique. 

In current work, the description and evaluation of hybrid 
PS-V technique are performed by adopting a semi-simulated 
approach. First, we use model-driven simulation to represent 
the functional components of the technique, and then, during 
evaluation we use signals from real eye movements as input to 
the simulated models. The use of this semi-simulated approach 
was opted in order to enable the initial exploration of some 
crucial aspects, more specifically: a) during development, it 
facilitates the in-depth investigation and modeling of PSOG 
subsystem’s behavior when sensor shifts occur, and b) during 
evaluation, it allows for better control of the performed sensor 
shifts (magnitudes and directions), and thus enables the 
assessment of sensor shift robustness against a well-defined 
ground truth. 

Following, in Section III-B we describe the generation of 
synthetic eye images used in our simulations, and then, in 
Sections III-C to III-F we describe the details of PSOG, VOG, 
Calibration, and Correction subsystems. 

B. Generation of Synthetic Eye Images 

The first step of the simulation procedure involves the 
generation of synthetic eye images using the software 
introduced by Swirski and Dodgson in [22]. The specific 
software is based on the 3-D graphics suite Blender [23], and 
uses realistic models of the human eye, camera module, and 
lights. The provided Python interface allows the algorithmic 
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positioning and rotation (3-DoF) of the 3-D scene elements, 
making easy the simulation of different eye-tracking 
scenarios. In our case, the software is used to generate eye 
images corresponding to the eye tracking setups of our 
subsystems. To generate the images used for the simulation of 
the PSOG subsystem, the setup involves two point-light 
sources (simulating the IR emitters) positioned ±1.4 cm 
horizontally, 1 cm below, and 3 cm away from the pupil center 
(all distances are measured with respect to the eye in neutral 
position and refer to the left eye). The camera module is 
positioned centered horizontally and vertically, and 5 cm away 
from the pupil center, with the field of view set to fully cover 
the eye area (in our case 45°). To generate the images used for 
the simulation of the VOG subsystem, the setup involves 
exactly the same positioning for the point-light sources (to 
simulate the simultaneous operation of the PSOG and VOG 
subsystems), but this time the camera module is placed 1 cm 
below and 5 cm away from the pupil center. In all cases, the 
resolution of the rendered images is set to be 240 x 320 pixels. 
The rotations of the simulated 3-D eye model are performed 
either by sending pre-defined values of specific eye positions 
(during calibration) or by sending values recorded from real 
eye movements (during evaluation). The simulated sensor 
shifts are performed by using pre-defined (ground truth) 
values to simultaneously translate the camera module and the 
light sources, thus conforming with the rigid connection 
assumption described in previous section. 

C. Description of PSOG Subsystem 

An infrared detector can be modeled as a controlled current 
source connected in parallel to an exponential diode [24]. The 
currents of the controlled source and the exponential diode 
(denoted 𝐼 , 𝐼  respectively) can be calculated using the 
following formulas: 

𝐼 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝑃           (1) 

𝐼 = 𝐼 ∙ 𝑒
∙

∙ − 1        (2) 

where 𝑅  denotes the responsivity (at wavelength λ), 𝑃 is the 
incident light power on the controlled current source, 𝐼  is the 
reverse saturation current of the exponential diode, 𝑉  is the 
applied bias voltage on the diode, 𝑞 is the electron charge, T is 
the absolute temperature, and 𝑘 = 1.38 ∙ 10 𝐽 𝐾⁄  is the 
Boltzmann constant. It should be noted that in photovoltaic 
mode the photodiode is zero-biased (VA = 0), and since 𝐼 →
0, the output of the sensor is analogous to the incident light 
power 𝑃 (𝑅  can be considered constant for given conditions). 

The incident light power captured from a photodetector is 
simulated by performing a Gaussian-modulated window 
binning (averaging) operation on the pixel intensity values of 
designated areas on the generated eye images (described in 
previous section). The size of the window is selected to be 13° 
x 13°, modulated by a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation 
(σ) of ¼ the window side. These values are chosen to resemble 
the receptive area of a photodetector with a half reception 
angle of about ±8°. The calculation formula for the output of 
the simulated photodetector (IPD) is given below: 

𝐼 =
∑ , ∙ ,,

∙
         (3) 

where 𝐺 , , 𝑊 ,  denote the Gaussian kernel values and the 
pixel intensity values within the selected window (𝑖, 𝑗 denote 
pixel coordinates). In Fig. 2, we portray the steps followed for 
the simulation of a photodetector’s output, using an example 
eye image from our experiments. 

A complete photosensor oculography setup usually contains 
two or more photodiodes positioned to capture the light 
reflected from different regions of the eye. In this work, we 
combine principles from previous photosensor oculography 
designs [13, 18] and develop a setup based on two wide-angle 
emitters (simulated by point-light sources) and four 
photodetectors (simulated as described in previous paragraph) 
positioned to form four semi-overlapping detection quadrants 
on the eye surface. It should be mentioned that during a 
practical implementation, the sensors can be placed slightly 
angled in order to point at the required target areas with 
minimal occlusion in visibility. In Fig. 3, we present the 
developed design for the PSOG subsystem, and we show the 
respective detection areas. Given the outputs from the four 
photodetectors (𝐼 ), we can calculate the outputs for the 
horizontal and vertical eye movement channels of the PSOG 
subsystem (𝐼  and 𝐼 , respectively) via the following 
low-complexity operations: 

𝐼 = 𝐼 + 𝐼 − 𝐼 + 𝐼     (4) 

𝐼 = 𝐼 + 𝐼 − 𝐼 + 𝐼     (5) 

 
Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the processing steps performed on the eye 
images to simulate the output of a single photodetector. 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of sensor positioning (top) of the simulated PSOG subsystem, 
and demonstration of photodetectors’ detection areas and outputs (bottom). 

D. Description of VOG Subsystem 

For simulating the output from the video sensor, we use the 
rendered eye images down-sampled at low rate (currently 5 
Hz) to conform with the required specifications for the VOG 
subsystem. The images need to be further processed for the 
extraction of features that will be used to estimate sensor 
shifts. The employed methodology for the estimation of sensor 
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shifts is based on the quantification of relative differences in 
the movement of pupil center and corneal reflection when eye 
and sensor movements occur. The basic principles of this 
methodology were investigated in the past for the task of 
sensor movement compensation when performing eye-
tracking with a purely video-based system [25]. In current 
work, we focus only on the part related to the calculation of 
the camera (sensor) movement vector, since in our case the 
VOG subsystem is used only as the mechanism for sensor 
shift estimation. 

Let us assume that we have available at each time the 
horizontal and vertical tracked positions (pixel coordinates) of 
pupil center (𝑃𝐶 , 𝑃𝐶 ) and corneal reflection (𝐶𝑅 , 𝐶𝑅 ). 
Let us also accept that an approximately linear relationship 
exists for the relative movements of pupil center and corneal 
reflection when eye and sensor movements occur. Then, it can 
be proven (see [25]) that we can use the formulas (6), (7) to 
resolve the components of the tracked movements that can be 
attributed solely to sensor movements. The components of the 
apparent pupil movement due to sensor movement (𝑃𝐶 , 𝑃𝐶 ) 
can be converted from pixel coordinates to millimeters using 
the parameters of the simulated setup (geometry, image 
resolution etc.) in order to derive the final outputs from VOG 
subsystem (𝑥 , 𝑥 ), which are then used for signal 
correction (see (13), (14)). 

𝑃𝐶 , =
, ,

∙
,

, ,         (6) 

𝐺 , =
,

, , 𝐺 , =
,

,       (7) 

The terms 𝐺 , 𝐺  and 𝐺 , 𝐺  represent the average 
horizontal and vertical movement gains related to the eye and 
the sensor respectively. They are calculated as the fraction of 
the respective corneal reflection movement per unit of pupil 
center movement, when only eye or only sensor movements 
occur. We simulated separate eye and sensor movements, and 
calculated the average values for 𝐺 , 𝐺  and 𝐺 , 𝐺  to be 
0.38, 0.39 and 0.83, 0.81, respectively. 

In order to utilize formulas (6), (7), we previously assumed 
that at each time we have available the tracked positions of the 
pupil center and corneal reflection. During the experiments, 
we acquire these positions by processing the simulated eye 
images with the open-source tracking software Haytham [26]. 
This software allows for the parameterization of thresholds for 
detecting pupil center and the closest (to it) corneal reflection. 
In our case, where two light sources are used, the ambiguity 
regarding which corneal reflection is captured every time is 
not an issue due to the use of relative differences, which are 
calculated with reference to the primary eye position. 

E. Description of Calibration Subsystem 

The functionality of the calibration subsystem covers all the 
steps for training the mapping function needed to perform the 
following two tasks: a) eye movement calibration, i.e. the 
transformation of the raw output samples coming from the 
PSOG subsystem to degrees of visual angle, and b) sensor 
shift calibration, i.e. transformation of calibration parameters 
when sensor shifts occur.  

The first step we need to follow for the development of the 
calibration model is to investigate the general behavior of the 
raw output coming from the PSOG subsystem when sensor 

shifts occur. To this purpose, we use the developed simulation 
framework to perform a controlled dense scan of different eye 
and sensor positions, and examine the output. The performed 
scan covers eye positions in range ±10° (horizontal/vertical) 
with step of 0.5°, and sensor positions in range ±2 mm 
(horizontal/vertical) with step of 0.5 mm (for sign conventions 
refer to Section IV-A). In Fig. 4, we show the resulting curve-
clusters for the raw output of the PSOG subsystem. Each 
curve represents a scan of eye positions for a specific sensor 
shift. The central black curve corresponds to primary sensor 
position (0 mm) and the peripheral curves (fading black levels 
on both sides) correspond to sensor shifts of increasing 
magnitude. A general observation that can be made is that, for 
the developed PSOG design, the sensor shifts seem to mostly 
affect the capturing of eye movements executed in the 
direction of the shift. For example, horizontal sensor shifts 
clearly result in translation of the horizontal PSOG output 
curves, with the vertical output curves being slightly affected. 
An analogous effect can be seen for the case of vertical sensor 
shifts. Regarding the linearity of the curves, we can see that it 
is relatively good at the primary sensor position but gradually 
deteriorates for sensor shifts of larger magnitude. 

 
Fig. 4. Curve-clusters showing the raw output from the PSOG subsystem for 
different combinations of horizontal/vertical eye and sensor positions.  

Based on the examination of the general behavior of the raw 
output from the PSOG subsystem, we develop a composite 
model of quadratic mapping functions that can be used for 
calibration. The calibration functions describing the model are 
presented in formulas (8) to (11). At higher level ((8)), the 
calibration function (with horizontal and vertical components 
𝑓 , 𝑓 ) performs the mapping among eye positions (𝑥 , 𝑥 ) 
and raw output samples from PSOG subsystem (𝐼 , 𝐼 ). 
At lower level (formulas (9) to (11)), the mapping parameters 
themselves (𝑎 , 𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 , 𝑐 ) are mapped as functions of 
sensor position. 

𝑓 , 𝑥 , , 𝑥 ,  = 𝑎 , 𝑥 , ∙ 𝑥 , + 𝑏 , 𝑥 , ∙ 𝑥 , +

𝑐 , 𝑥 ,                    (8) 

𝑎 , 𝑥 , = 𝑎 , ∙ 𝑥 , + 𝑎 , ∙ 𝑥 , + 𝑎 ,    (9) 

𝑏 , 𝑥 , = 𝑏 , ∙ 𝑥 , + 𝑏 , ∙ 𝑥 , + 𝑏 ,     (10) 

𝑐 , 𝑥 , = 𝑐 , ∙ 𝑥 , + 𝑐 , ∙ 𝑥 , + 𝑐 ,     (11) 
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To train the calibration model we need to capture data for a 
minimum of 3 eye positions per direction (𝑥  and 𝑥 ) times 3 
sensor positions per direction (𝑥  and 𝑥 ). In our case, the 
calibration points are selected on the center and limits of the 
tested ranges, i.e. for eye positions -10°, 0° and +10°, and 
sensor positions -2, 0, +2 mm. To calculate the calibration 
parameters, data fitting is performed using Least Squares (LS) 
regression. In Fig. 5, we show the fitted high-level calibration 
curves, superimposed on the simulated curve-clusters of Fig. 4 
(we show only the challenging cases of same direction eye 
movements and sensor shifts). Furthermore, in Fig. 6 we 
present the respective low-level fitted curves that model the 
calibration parameters as functions of sensor position. The 
diagrams can further justify the universal use of quadratic 
functions for our calibration model. 

 
Fig. 5. Calibration curves (functions 𝑓 , 𝑓 ) fitted on the selected calibration 
points, and superimposed on the full curve-clusters.  

 
Fig. 6. Fitted curves for calibration parameters (𝑎 , 𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 , 𝑐 ) as 
function of sensor position. 

F. Description of Correction Subsystem 

The correction subsystem is responsible for the processing, 
synchronization, and combination of the data streams coming 
from the PSOG and VOG subsystems using the information 
provided by the calibration subsystem (calibration functions). 

Initially, the correction subsystem needs to perform filtering of 
raw samples to mitigate noise. The levels of noise of single 
photodiodes are usually low, so, a low complexity smoothing 
filter can be used in this case to support real-time operation. In 
our experiments, we use a simple moving average filter of 
three points on the raw output (𝐼 , 𝐼 ) of the PSOG 
subsystem, as shown in (12) (n = 3 and 𝑁  is the number of 
samples from PSOG subsystem). Then, the synchronization of 
the outputs from PSOG and VOG subsystems is performed. 
This is achieved using zero-order hold filtering to interpolate 
in real-time the VOG subsystem’s output (sampled at low rate 
of 𝑓  = 5 Hz) to match the high rate of the PSOG subsystem 
(𝑓  = 1000 Hz), as shown in (13). Finally, the calibration 
parameters are selected, and the two data streams are fused by 
applying the inverse calibration function (14) to derive the 
final sensor shift-corrected signals 𝑦 , 𝑦 . 

𝐼 , (𝑖) = ∙ ∑ 𝐼 , (𝑖 − 𝑗) , 𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑁   (12) 

𝑥 , (𝑘 + 𝜏) = 𝑥 , (𝑘), 𝜏 = 0, 1, … , − 1, 𝑘 =

0, 1, … , 𝑁                   (13) 

𝑦 , = 𝑓  , 𝐼 , , 𝑥 ,            (14) 

The selection of the correct root (from the two) of the inverse 
quadratic function can be performed by considering the exact 
domain and range of the original function. 

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS 

A. Experiments  

1) Sign conventions for eye movements and sensor shifts 
The following sign conventions are used throughout the 

paper: horizontal eye movements are positive when the (left) 
eye moves towards the nasal area, and negative when it moves 
away from the nasal area. Vertical eye movements are positive 
when the eye moves downwards, and negative when it moves 
upwards. Horizontal sensor shifts are positive when the sensor 
moves away from the nasal area, and negative when the sensor 
moves towards the nasal area. Vertical sensor shifts are 
positive when the sensor moves upwards, and negative when it 
moves downwards. 
2) Eye-tracking scenarios and sensor shifts 

To perform the evaluation experiments, we employ real 
eye-tracking signals as ground truth inputs for the simulated 
models. These signals were captured from human subjects 
using a high-quality eye-tracker (EyeLink 1000 [27]) with 
sampling rate of 1000 Hz and vendor reported accuracy of 
0.5° (monocular setup, left eye was captured). Subjects were 
positioned at a distance of 550 mm from a computer screen 
(size 297 x 484 mm, resolution 1050 x 1680 pixels) where 
visual stimuli were presented. The subjects’ heads were 
restrained using a head-bar with a chinrest. 

The experiments involve two eye-tracking scenarios. The 
visual stimulus for the first scenario (denoted as HV scenario) 
is a ‘jumping’ point, making horizontal and vertical ‘jumps’, 
and changing its position every 1 second for a total duration of 
36 seconds. The amplitude of the ‘jumps’ increases from ±2.5° 
to ±10°, with step of 2.5°. This type of stimulus induces 
horizontal and vertical saccades of respective amplitudes as 
the eye moves from one point of fixation to another, and 
allows for the controlled investigation of the eye-tracking 
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output when using different combinations of eye movements 
and sensor shifts, e.g., horizontal eye movements when 
vertical sensor shifts occur etc. The horizontal and vertical 
components of the ground truth input signal for the HV 
scenario are shown in Fig. 7 (top). The visual stimulus for the 
second eye-tracking scenario (denoted as TX scenario) is text, 
in specific, a few lines from the poem of Lewis Carroll “The 
Hunting of the Snark”. In our experiments, we use eye-
tracking signal corresponding to 10 seconds of reading. The 
text stimulus allows to explore the output in less constrained 
conditions, where combined horizontal and vertical eye 
movements can occur. In Fig. 8 (top), we present the 
horizontal and vertical components of the ground truth input 
signal for the TX scenario. 

During both scenarios, we perform simulated sensor shifts 
by changing the position of the camera module in our 
simulated setup. The simulated sensor shifts have a duration of 
2.5 seconds for the TX scenario and 4 seconds for the HV 
scenario. The magnitude of the shifts is in range of ±1.75 mm 
(horizontal and vertical) with step of 0.5 mm. The sensor 
shifts are performed at different parts of the signals, resulting 
in a variety of experimental combinations of eye movements 
and sensor shifts. To ensure coverage of the most extreme 
cases for the used ranges, we explicitly perform the largest 
sensor shifts (±1.75 mm) at parts of the signal where the 
largest eye movements occur (±10°). 

B. Evaluation of Baseline Performance 

In this section, we examine the output characteristics of the 
hybrid PS-V technique in the baseline case, i.e. when 
assuming no sensor movement and the correction mechanism 
is inactive. In Fig. 7-8 (HV and TX scenarios, respectively), we 
compare the ground truth input signals (top) with the output 
signals from the simulation of the hybrid PS-V technique 
(middle), and we also present the absolute approximation error 
between these signals (bottom). For HV scenario, we can see 
that in most cases the approximation error is kept at levels 
under 1°. The observed fluctuations can be attributed to the 
exact ‘goodness-of-fit’ of the calibration function at different 
eye positions. We can also observe the interference (crosstalk) 
in horizontal and vertical outputs, manifested by the 
appearance of small ‘saccade-like’ artifacts in one output (e.g., 
horizontal) when eye movement activity occurs on the 
opposite direction (e.g., vertical). The vertical output seems to 
be affected by crosstalk at a larger extent. For TX scenario, the 
approximation error is dispersed differently than previously, 
since in this case the horizontal and vertical eye movements 
follow more complex patterns. Once again, the error is kept at 
levels of less than 1°. Since in TX scenario the eye movements 
can be performed simultaneously in both directions, the 
observation of crosstalk cannot provide reliable information in 
this case. 

To quantify the overall accuracy (mean absolute error) and 
crosstalk we employ the measures presented in formulas (15) 
to (18). To calculate these measures, we manually identify the 
signal parts that correspond to fixations and use the samples 
from the interior of these parts to avoid outliers during 
transitions. 

 
Fig. 7. Ground truth input (top), output from hybrid PS-V technique (middle), 
and approximation error (bottom), for HV scenario. 

 
Fig. 8. Ground truth input (top), output from hybrid PS-V technique (middle), 
and approximation error (bottom), for TX scenario. 

We calculate horizontal and vertical accuracy (𝑎𝑐𝑐 , 𝑎𝑐𝑐 ) 
for each single fixation using (15), (16). For HV scenario, we 
calculate horizontal accuracy using only fixations (NH in 
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number) from the signal part where horizontal saccades occur 
(seconds 1-17, Fig. 7), and vertical accuracy using only 
fixations (NV in number) from the signal part where vertical 
saccades occur (seconds 18-34, Fig. 7). For TX scenario, 
horizontal and vertical movements are performed in 
combination, and so, in both cases we use all fixations from 
the signal (seconds 1-10, Fig. 8). The number of samples 
within each fixation under consideration is denoted with M (M 
can change from fixation to fixation). We calculate crosstalk 
using (17), (18), more specifically, 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠  denotes crosstalk 
in horizontal output when vertical eye movements occur, and 
𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠  denotes crosstalk in vertical output when horizontal 
eye movements occur. As already explained, crosstalk can be 
measured reliably only from HV scenario. In all equations, 
𝑦 , 𝑦  and 𝑦 , 𝑦  denote the horizontal and vertical 

samples (within a fixation) of the ground truth input and the 
output of the hybrid PS-V technique, respectively. After the 
calculation of accuracy and crosstalk values for each fixation, 
we compute the mean (MN) and standard deviation (SD) over 
all values, and present the results in Table 1. The overall 
values for horizontal and vertical accuracy are similar, 
however, the general tendency (which of the two is larger) is 
opposite for HV and TX scenarios. This can be partially 
explained by the relatively smaller range of horizontal eye 
movements in TX scenario. Also, the crosstalk in horizontal 
output seems to be in overall better and less variable than 
crosstalk in vertical output. 

𝑎𝑐𝑐 = ∑ 𝑦 − 𝑦 𝑀⁄ , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁    (15) 

𝑎𝑐𝑐 = ∑ 𝑦 − 𝑦 𝑀⁄ , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁    (16) 

𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
∑ ∑

∑
, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁    (17) 

𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
∑ ∑

∑
, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁    (18) 

TABLE I 
BASELINE ACCURACY AND CROSSTALK FOR THE HYBRID PS-V 

TECHNIQUE 

Accuracy (°)  Crosstalk (%) 

Scenario 
𝐚𝐜𝐜𝐇 𝐚𝐜𝐜𝐕  

Scenario 
𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬𝐇𝐕 𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬𝐕𝐇 

MN (SD) MN (SD)  MN (SD) MN (SD) 

HV 0.38 (0.11) 0.30 (0.12)  
HV 4.7 (1.9) 5.8 (5.3) 

TX 0.28 (0.15) 0.39 (0.17)  

C. Evaluation of Performance for Sensor Shifts 

The traditional photosensor oculography techniques are not 
robust to sensor shift due to the relative translation of the 
captured areas on the eye, which makes no longer accurate the 
mapping from raw output units to degrees of visual angle. This 
lack of robustness is manifested by deformations appearing in 
the output signal. In Fig. 9 (top-left), we show the ground truth 
input signal (horizontal component) for the HV scenario, and 
in Fig. 9 (top-right) we show the respective output without 
correction when sensor shifts occur. This case resembles the 
behavior of traditional photosensor oculography (PSOG), and 
we can clearly see the signal deformations induced by sensor 
shifts. The corresponding sensor shifts, captured by the VOG 
subsystem, are shown in Fig. 9 (bottom-left). Finally, in Fig. 9 
(bottom-right) we present the corrected output when using the 

hybrid PS-V technique. The technique can rectify the large 
signal deformations substantially, despite some small drifts 
appearing in the signal. 

 
Fig. 9. Ground truth input signal (top-left), PSOG output without correction 
(top-right), sensor shifts captured by the VOG subsystem (bottom-left), and 
corrected output from hybrid PS-V technique (bottom-right). 

The example of Fig. 9 provides a qualitative view of the 
achieved correction when using the hybrid PS-V technique. In 
next subsections, we present extensive quantitative results 
demonstrating the performance of the technique for the 
complete set of combinations of eye movements and sensor 
shifts used in our experiments. 
1) Evaluation of Sensor Shift Estimation Error 

In this subsection, we examine the error in the estimation of 
sensor shifts performed by the VOG subsystem. This 
preliminary investigation can provide further insights for the 
understanding of the finally achieved eye-tracking accuracy 
presented in next subsection. In Fig. 10, we present diagrams 
showing the mean values and standard deviations (as error 
bars) of the estimated sensor shifts in comparison to the 
ground truth (truly performed) sensor shifts. The values have 
been calculated by averaging all the estimated values for the 
respective sensor shifts from HV and TX scenarios. The 
dashed line denotes the theoretically perfect estimation, and 
allows for an easy inspection of the average error for different 
values of sensor shift. We can see that the error in estimated 
sensor shift lies in most cases within a range of ±0.2 mm. We 
can also observe that the average error in estimation of vertical 
shifts is relatively larger at the range extremes when compared 
to the respective horizontal error. 

 
Fig. 10. Average values of estimated sensor shifts, and the respective standard 
deviations, compared to ground truth sensor shifts (averaged data from HV 
and TX scenarios). 
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2) Evaluation of Eye-tracking Accuracy When Performing 
Sensor Shifts 

To evaluate eye-tracking accuracy versus sensor shift we 
select the fixations that correspond to the signal parts where 
different sensor shifts occur, and calculate the respective 
accuracies using formulas (15), (16). In Fig. 11, we present the 
results for the data from HV scenario. The dashed line 
corresponds to the PSOG output without correction for sensor 
shifts, and the solid line corresponds to the corrected output 
when using the hybrid PS-V technique. The diagrams 
demonstrate the large degradation in accuracy when using 
traditional photosensor oculography (i.e. PSOG without 
correction), especially for shifts occurring at the same 
direction with eye movements (Fig. 11 top-left and bottom-
right). In this case, sensor shifts of ±1 mm can result in 
accuracy error of over 5°. On the other hand, the hybrid PS-V 
technique, where sensor shift correction is performed, keeps 
the accuracy error at levels under 1° even for the largest shifts 
of the tested range. When sensor shifts and eye movements 
occur at different directions (Fig. 11 top-right and bottom-left) 
the differences are less noticeable but still the hybrid PS-V 
technique seems to be more consistent throughout the whole 
range of sensor shifts. An interesting observation is that the 
behavior of eye-tracking accuracy is not totally symmetric for 
positive and negative sensor shifts. This effect can be 
attributed both to the eye asymmetries (e.g., shape, upper and 
lower eyelids) and to the experimental combinations that were 
performed (exact magnitudes of eye movements and sensor 
shifts). In Fig. 12, we present the corresponding diagrams for 
eye-tracking accuracy versus sensor shift for the data from TX 
scenario. The overall trends seem to be similar to HV scenario, 
however, we can observe that the degradation in horizontal 
eye-tracking accuracy when horizontal sensor shifts occur 
seems to reach slightly higher values both for the case of 
traditional PSOG without correction and for the hybrid PS-V 
technique. 

 
Fig. 11. Eye-tracking accuracy versus sensor shift for PSOG without 
correction and for the hybrid PS-V technique (sensor shift corrected), for HV 
scenario. 

 
Fig. 12. Eye-tracking accuracy versus sensor shift for PSOG without 
correction and for the hybrid PS-V technique (sensor shift corrected), for TX 
scenario. 

3) Demonstration of Achieved Correction in a Practical 
Example 

In this section, we demonstrate the practical importance of 
the achieved correction using a simplified example of foveated 
rendering [1]. For our demonstration, we use data from the 
sensor shift experiments performed for TX scenario. In Fig. 13 
(top-left) and (bottom-left) respectively, we present the output 
signals for traditional PSOG and the hybrid PS-V technique, 
in a scenario of a downward vertical sensor shift of 1.25 mm 
occurring between seconds 5-7 (to simplify inspection we 
present only vertical component). On the right side of the 
diagrams, we present the respective screenshots showing the 
actual and estimated gaze points superimposed on the used 
text stimulus. The projection of gaze points on the stimulus 
space is performed using the exact parameters of our 
experimental setup. The respective ‘foveated rendering areas’ 
are modeled as circles (denoted with dashed-line) centered at 
the estimated gaze points, and with a circle diameter of 5° to 
approximate the field of view of central fovea [1]. To simulate 
the foveated rendering effect, the image areas that fall within 
the circles are presented with high resolution whereas the rest 
areas are presented with low resolution (blurry). We can 
clearly observe that when using traditional PSOG the high-
resolution area appears to be far away from the actual gaze 
point. In contrast, when using the hybrid PS-V technique, 
which brings accuracy error at levels lower than 1°, the high-
resolution area encloses sufficiently the actually attended 
location. Practically, this means that the high-resolution area 
can be expanded with minimal cost in order to make the error 
less perceptible to the user of the system. We should mention 
that the brief spikes that appear in the corrected signal are due 
to the non-zero duration of the sensor shift transition phases 
combined to the low sampling rate of the VOG subsystem (see 
discussion about delay in next section). 
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Fig. 13. Demonstration of eye-tracking output for traditional PSOG (top-left) 
and the hybrid PS-V technique (bottom-left), for the case of a vertical sensor 
shift of +1.25 m (seconds 5-7). On the right-side of the diagrams, we present 
the respective time-screenshots of the actual/estimated gaze points and the 
‘foveated rendering areas’, projected on the used text stimulus.  

V. DISCUSSION 

A. General Analysis of the Hybrid PS-V Technique 

Our current experiments aimed to assess the degree at 
which the developed hybrid PS-V technique is capable to 
address the inherent lack of robustness of traditional PSOG 
technology when sensor shifts occur. Our results show that the 
overall improvement in performance is considerable, with the 
error in accuracy kept in most cases at levels of 1° or less. The 
evaluated performance covers a window of eye movements in 
range of ±10° and sensor shifts in range of ±2 mm. As we can 
observe in Fig. 4, for sensor shifts within ±1 mm the output 
from the PSOG subsystem can remain relatively linear even 
for larger range of eye movements (e.g., up to ±15°). This 
implies that it could be possible to cover larger eye movement 
range at the expense of sensor shift range and vice versa. The 
parameters of the currently developed PSOG design (e.g., size, 
positioning, and overlap of detection areas) were chosen to 
provide a good trade-off between accuracy and crosstalk for 
the target ranges of eye movements and sensor shifts. 
Although further algorithmic optimizations might be possible, 
it is expected that additional hardware (e.g., more sensors) will 
be required for the simultaneous coverage of much larger 
ranges of eye movements and sensor shifts. 

Regarding the sensor shift estimation via the VOG 
subsystem, the deviations observed in Fig. 10 can expose 
some inherent limitations of the pupil center-corneal reflection 
technique. Although such inaccuracies are overshadowed by 
the levels of achieved error correction for larger sensor shifts, 
in the case of smaller or no sensor shifts the resulting artifacts 
can become prominent. For example, as we can see in Fig. 13, 
although the overall correction when sensor shift occurs is 
remarkable, the rest of the signal presents some small 
deformations (similar effects can be seen in Fig. 9). A possible 
method to mitigate such effects in a practical implementation 
is to use a threshold (hard or adaptive) in order to 
activate/deactivate the correction mechanism when the 

estimated levels of sensor shift are above/below the selected 
threshold. 

An important aspect when considering the practical 
application of the hybrid PS-V technique regards the delay 
needed to detect sensor shifts. This delay combined with the 
non-zero duration of the sensor shift transition phases can 
result in brief artifacts (spikes) in the signal, as shown in Fig. 
13. Given that the sensor shift estimation is performed by the 
VOG subsystem, it is the low sampling rate of this subsystem 
that mainly sets the bounds for the maximum expected delay. 
For example, for the current setup with the VOG subsystem 
running at 5 Hz, the maximum delay is expected to be about 
200 ms. This delay can be acceptable when considering the 
expected frequency-of-occurrence and the durations of events 
that usually induce sensor shifts in head-mounted devices, like 
facial expressions and body movements. It should be clarified, 
though, that this delay affects only the transition periods when 
sensor shifts occur, while for the rest period of normal 
operation the system tracks with the fast rate warranted by the 
low sampling interval (1000 Hz, sampling interval: 1 ms) and 
the minimal computational delay of the PSOG subsystem. 

B. Considerations for Power Consumption, Complexity and 
Cost 

The hybrid PS-V technique can potentially provide 
significant gains in power consumption when fast eye-tracking 
is required, when compared to video oculography systems. 
Commercial high-speed video oculography eye-trackers (e.g., 
EyeLink 1000 [27]) can consume power of several Watts, and 
their demands can be fulfilled only via tethered operation. 
There are some recent research efforts focusing to push the 
limits of power consumption in video oculography in levels 
under 100 mW [28, 29]. Such optimizations, though, can be 
achieved by imposing certain limitations on accuracy and 
sampling rate. 

The two main sources of inflation in power consumption 
when performing high-speed video oculography are pixel 
acquisition and image processing. In contrast, the hybrid PS-V 
technique performs the high-speed acquisition part with a few 
IR sensors. This allows operation at high sampling rates while 
keeping the power consumption at minimum levels. Typical 
IR sensors have total power dissipation of 100-200 mW, 
however, due to their fast switching times (order of tenths of 
ns) duty-cycle control can be performed and combined with 
voltage optimizations, thus resulting in power consumption at 
the order of tenths or hundredths of μW [29]. Given that the 
PSOG subsystem uses just a few IR sensors, the power 
consumption for high-speed (e.g., 1000 Hz) acquisition of 
samples from the PSOG subsystem can be expected to be less 
than 1 mW. The hybrid PS-V technique uses also a VOG 
subsystem, however, since this subsystem is used only for 
sensor shift correction and operates constantly at low sampling 
rate, its power requirements are kept at minimum levels. Apart 
from the acquisition part, another major reason for the power 
efficiency of the hybrid PS-V technique is the low 
computational complexity of the processing part. The used 
PSOG design requires only four additions and two 
subtractions for the combination of sensor outputs. A few 
more operations are needed for applying the calibration 
mapping function (calibration parameters are pre-calculated) 
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and for performing filtering operations. Hence, the total 
number of operations will be just a tiny fraction of those 
needed by a pure video-based system operating at high rate 
(thousands or even millions of operations per image). As 
previously, the processing part of the used VOG subsystem 
results in a limited overhead irrespectively of the high-speed 
operation of the PSOG subsystem. Based on the discussed 
considerations, the total power consumption (acquisition and 
processing) of a system based on the hybrid PS-V technique is 
expected to be under 15 mW while operating at high sampling 
rates of 1000 Hz or more. 

An additional advantage of a system based on the hybrid 
PS-V technique is the ability to keep the overall cost at very 
low levels when compared to a pure video oculography system 
running at high-speed. The cost of the required IR photo-
sensors and a typical video camera can be kept at the order of 
tenths of dollars, whereas on the other hand, the cost of a high-
speed (e.g., 1000 Hz) video camera can be hundreds of 
dollars. The large difference in cost becomes even more 
important when considering binocular eye-tracking, which is 
expected to be the norm for emerging interaction devices like 
the AR/VR headsets. 

C. Current Limitations and Future Extensions   

The current evaluation of the hybrid PS-V technique is 
performed within the scope of certain limitations. The 
calibration function is trained with eye movements and sensor 
shifts performed separately at horizontal and vertical 
directions. More generalized calibration functions can be 
explored to cover scenarios with large oblique eye 
movements, and rotational and depth sensor shifts. Also, the 
currently used sensor shift estimation algorithm assumes that 
at least one corneal reflection can be traced on the eye images. 
However, such an assumption can pose certain limitations for 
the positioning of sensors. The investigation of alternative 
mechanisms for sensor shift estimation (e.g., based on pupil-
ellipse shape) can allow for covering larger eye movement 
ranges and wider angles of sensor positioning. In terms of 
power consumption, the limits can be pushed even further 
with the development of a low-complexity mechanism that 
can detect the onsets and offsets of sensor shifts. Such a 
mechanism would allow operating the VOG subsystem at 
detection-triggered mode and could assist on addressing the 
spike-artifacts that appear during sensor shift transition 
periods. Finally, the hardware implementation of the hybrid 
PS-V technique on a head-mounted device (e.g., an AR/VR 
enabled headset) would allow for the exploration of possible 
design improvements and the detailed examination of real-eye 
artifacts that might not be covered sufficiently by the current 
simulation. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented and evaluated the hybrid PS-V 
technique, a novel approach that combines photosensor and 
video oculography to tackle the lack of robustness of 
traditional photosensor oculography when sensor shifts occur. 
In our experiments, we used model-based simulation to 
explore the behavior of different components in a systematic 
manner, and to formulate a composite model for combining 

the data streams coming from the simulated photosensor and 
video-based subsystems. Our evaluation demonstrates the 
possible improvements in eye-tracking accuracy when sensor 
shifts occur, with the error kept at levels of 1° or less for 
sensor shifts in range of ±2 mm. The achieved improvements 
combined to the favorable characteristics stemming from the 
use of simple photosensors, such as low power-consumption, 
high-speed, and low-cost, reveal the promising prospects for 
using the hybrid PS-V technique to perform eye-tracking in 
resource-demanding head-mounted devices. 
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